An experimental study in electrical impedance tomography using backprojection reconstruction.
This paper reports on experiments designed to evaluate the performance of the equipotentials backprojection method under conditions modeling those of proposed applications of electrical impedance tomography. Small spherical targets were placed inside a saline-filled tank with dimensions similar to a human torso. Data were acquired with a computer-based instrument that applies current to pairs of electrodes located on two horizontal planes and records potential differences between electrodes of a third plane. The relative contrast produced by nonconducting spheres in a uniform saline background was measured on the reconstructed images and used to determine system sensitivity to target volume and to the radial and vertical positions of single spheres. Results show that for radial positions within a critical radius sensitivity is always maximum when the spheres center is on the recording plane and decreases gradually when the target is moved outside this plane. Localization of simple targets in 3-D, with data acquired from multiple recording planes, appears feasible. The results provide guidelines for the interpretation of images with complex 3-D conductivity distributions.